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ABSTRACT4

Standard strategies for dealing with the Sommerfeld condition in elliptic Mild-Slope mod-5

els require strong assumptions on the wave field in the region exterior to the computational6

domain. More precisely, constant bathymetry along (and beyond) the open boundary, and7

parabolic-approximations based boundary conditions are usually imposed. In general, these8

restrictions require large computational domains, implying higher costs for the numerical9

solver. An alternative method for coastal/harbor applications is proposed here. This ap-10

proach is based on a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) that incorporates the effects of the11

exterior bathymetry. The model only requires constant exterior depth in the alongshore di-12

rection, a commonly used approach for idealizing the exterior bathymetry in elliptic models.13

In opposition to standard open boundary conditions for Mild-Slope models, the features of14

the proposed PML approach include: (a) completely non-collinear coastlines, (b) better rep-15

resentation of the real unbounded domain using two different lateral sections to define the16

exterior bathymetry, and (c) generation of reliable solutions for any incoming wave direction17

in a small computational domain. Numerical results of synthetic tests demonstrate that18
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solutions are not significantly perturbed when open boundaries are placed close to the area19

of interest. In more complex problems, this provides important performance improvements20

in computational time as shown for a real application of harbor agitation.21

Keywords: Open boundary, Perfectly Matched Layer, Mild-Slope equation, harbor.22

INTRODUCTION23

Harbor agitation by gravity waves is commonly predicted using elliptic Mild-Slope models24

(Berkhoff 1972) in a semi-infinite domain, where the unbounded ocean part is connected to25

physical boundaries (coastlines or harbor boundaries). Computational cost is compromised26

by the size of the computational domain, directly related to the location of the artificial27

or open boundary. This location is determined by the inherent hypothesis needed to define28

the artificial boundary condition imposed and its accuracy. Thus, general and accurate29

conditions generate smaller domains and provide important computational savings. The goal30

of this paper is to propose an artificial boundary condition for coastal/harbor applications,31

capable of reproducing the original semi-infinite solution at a minimum cost for the numerical32

solver.33

Standard strategies prescribing artificial non-reflecting boundary conditions impose an a34

priori knowledge of the solution in the exterior domain. The artificial boundary condition35

along the open boundary is constructed precisely as a consequence of the imposed solution36

in the far-field area (e.g. Zubier et al. 2003; Li et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2005; Panchang37

et al. 2008, among others). However, the exact solution in the outer semi-infinite domain38

is, in general, not known a priori. Classical models exactly verify the Sommerfeld condition39

through appropriate Hankel or Green functions (e.g. Tsay and Liu 1983; Xu and Panchang40

1993), but for most real problems they are invalid because the classical models require to-41

tally reflective and collinear coastlines. Xu et al. (1996) proposed a parabolic-approximation42

based boundary condition to relax these limitations, but with the downside of not fulfilling43

exactly the Sommerfeld condition. Moreover, this artificial open boundary requires a con-44

stant bathymetry in the exterior domain. This is usually a strong assumption near the45
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coastline in semi-infinite domains. Panchang et al. (2000) addressed this issue by using46

an incident wave that includes the exterior refractions provided by a non-constant idealized47

bathymetry, resulting in important accuracy enhancements. Nevertheless, this strategy is48

still affected by the parabolic-approximation based boundary condition and its limitations49

(for instance, dominant radial direction of the scattered wave, and local bathymetry varia-50

tions that are neglected on the open boundary). As a result, the open boundary requires51

to be placed far enough from the region of interest, especially for complex shaped harbor52

problems generating numerous reflections. This implies a larger computational domain and,53

consequently, higher computational cost.54

Here, a different approach overcoming the aforementioned limitations is proposed: the55

Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) technique, originally proposed by Berenger (1994), is ex-56

tended for the linear elliptic Mild-Slope including the exterior refractions provided by the57

actual bathymetry. The PML method can be related to the dissipative sponge layer concept58

applied in a number of coastal models, see for instance Larsen and Dancy 1983; Wei and59

Kirby 1995; Lee and Yoon 2004; Sharma et al. 2014. The basic idea resides in surrounding60

the interior domain by an artificial layer that aims to damp the diffracted wave energy of61

the scattered wave. Both methods (sponge layer and PML) modify the original equations62

inside the artificial layer. More precisely, the sponge layer method includes a decay reaction63

term in the original Mild-Slope equation, see Sharma et al. (2014), while the derivatives64

remain unchanged. Although this can dissipate the diffracted wave energy, it does not en-65

sure a reflectionless interface connecting the interior domain with the artificial layer. As a66

consequence, spurious reflections may pollute the solution. This issue can be alleviated by67

enlarging the layer, but also increasing the computational cost.68

On the contrary, the PML technique is constructed precisely to be a perfect reflectionless69

artificial layer independently of the angle of incidence. PML transformation of the Mild-Slope70

equation also affects the elliptic operator (derivatives), ensuring an analytical continuation71

of the original solution inside the artificial layer (Teixeira and Chew 2000). Derivation of the72
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Mild-Slope PML equation following the primary rationale by Berenger (1994) is provided73

in the Appendix. The PML has been applied in numerous scattering problems in the last74

decade with excellent performance (e.g. Basu and Chopra 2003; Singer and Turkel 2004;75

Michler et al. 2007; Demaldent and Imperiale 2013). Unbounded coastal problems with76

PML and linearized shallow waters equations were addressed by Navon et al. (2004). In77

harbor agitation with Mild-Slope models, the PML has been also recently used within a78

model reduction framework by Modesto et al. (2015). These references for coastal modeling79

are limited by constant exterior bathymetry, and hence no exterior refractions are considered.80

First PML development with non-constant depth was addressed by Belibassakis et al. (2001),81

but for complete unbounded domains and simple geometries.82

In this paper, a strategy to incorporate the actual bathymetry is formulated for complex83

harbor problems, using a rectangular shaped PML to approach the real semi-infinite do-84

main. Here, the arbitrary definition of the bathymetry prevents an analytical continuation85

of the solution in the PML, see Oskooi et al. (2008). In the aim of preserving the PML86

reflectionless properties, some simplifications on the non-constant far-field bathymetry are87

imposed. More precisely, this paper uses the idealization of the real water depth suggested by88

Panchang et al. (2000), representing a good compromise between harbor models and reality.89

Two different lateral sections of the idealized bathymetry are used, in order to retain the90

exact water depth in the entire interior domain, and compute the incident wave. Moreover,91

the proposed PML circumvents the difficulties associated to boundary conditions that apply92

directly on semicircular artificial boundaries. For instance, it offers the possibility to incor-93

porate fully non-collinear coastlines in a natural manner. Furthermore, it avoids the need94

of interpolating the incident wave on the open boundary when two sections of the exterior95

bathymetry are used (e.g. see Zhao et al. 2001). This results in satisfactory approximations96

of the solution using very reduced computational domains, and for complex geometries that97

generate numerous reflections.98

The PML model is tested with four examples. Scattering on a circular object with99
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constant bathymetry is solved first to demonstrate the capabilities of the PML for very100

close open boundaries. A semicircular geometry with variable bathymetry is then used to101

verify that the idealized semi-infinite domain is properly reproduced. Validation through102

the standard elliptic shoal test for the Mild-Slope equation has been also addressed (briefly103

commented in the application section). Finally, to reinforce the validity of the model solution,104

an application to a real harbor located in the Northeast of Spain is shown.105

ELLIPTIC HARBOR MODELS106

In linear wave theory, the wave potential or complex surface elevation φ(x, y) ∈ C prop-107

agates over the semi-infinite domain Ω∞ ⊂ R2 by means of the Mild-Slope equation108

∇ ·(c cg∇φ) + k2c cgφ = 0 in Ω∞, (1)109

where k(x, y) ∈ R is the wavenumber, c = ω/k ∈ R is the phase velocity, ω ∈ R is the110

angular frequency of the monochromatic incident wave and cg ∈ R is the group velocity. The111

wavenumber is related to frequency and to the slow varying bathymetry (i.e. mean-water-112

level-depth) h(x, y) ∈ R to account for refraction effects through the dispersion relation113

ω2 = kg tanh(kh). (2)114

The group velocity is then defined as cg = dω/dk = g[tanh(kh) + kh sech2(kh)]/(2ω), with115

g the acceleration of gravity. Both Eqs. (1) and (2) can be properly modified to incorporate116

high bathymetry gradients and nonlinear effects, such as wave breaking or bottom friction117

(e.g. Booij 1981; Kirby 1984; Massel 1993).118

This model requires boundary conditions everywhere on the boundary of the semi-infinite119

domain. Along coastlines and structures (breakwaters, walls, etc.) conforming the physical120

boundary, namely ΓR, the condition is given by Tsay and Liu (1983) as121

n · c cg∇φ− ikc cgαφ = 0 on ΓR, (3)122
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where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, n is the outer unit normal at the boundary, and123

α ∈ [0, 1] is a real experimental coefficient controlling the reflection/absorption properties of124

the boundary. This coefficient is equal to zero on perfectly reflecting boundaries and to one125

on totally absorbing boundaries.126

In addition, unbounded scattering problems require the Sommerfeld radiation condition127

that imposes that the scattered wave only has geometrical diffusion, namely128

lim
r→∞

√
r
( ∂
∂r
− ik

)
(φ− φ0) = 0, (4)129

where r is the radial direction and φ0(x, y) ∈ C the imposed incident wave. Thus, φ− φ0 is130

the scattered wave.131

As commented before, Eq. (4) requires a special treatment in order to use a bounded132

computational domain and reproduce, on the artificial boundary, the effect of the Sommerfeld133

condition. The PML technique described next is a reasonable alternative in this case.134

THE PML MODEL135

It is standard practice to truncate the semi-infinite domain, Ω∞, into an interior region136

that includes the harbor/areas of interest, Ωint, and a surrounding finite absorbing layer,137

Ωpml. Thus, the computational domain, Ω, is the union Ω = Ωint ∪Ωpml, such that Ω ⊂ Ω∞.138

The PML region is composed of four subdomains as shown in Figure 1, namely Ωpml =139

ΩLx
pml ∪ ΩRx

pml ∪ Ωy
pml ∪ Ωx,y

pml. This PML is a rectangular shaped layer designed to absorb the140

scattered wave, along the Cartesian directions x and y, independently of its propagation141

angle.142

The exterior bathymetry in both PML regions ΩLx
pml and ΩRx

pml is simplified accordingly to143
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the usual assumption for harbor models introduced by Panchang et al. (2000),144

h(x, y) =





hL(y) if (x, y) ∈ ΩLx
pml,

hR(y) if (x, y) ∈ ΩRx
pml,

h0 if (x, y) ∈ Ωy
pml ∪ Ωx,y

pml.

(5)145

This imposes an exterior bathymetry that varies only along the cross-shore direction as146

shown in Figure 1. The constant value h0 corresponds to the far-field bathymetry region147

of the model. It determines the location of the PML at the top part of the computational148

domain. The exterior coastlines are modeled in the standard way, with straight lines parallel149

to the x axis, although the PML technique can be generally applied to arbitrary convex150

domains, see an example by Demaldent and Imperiale (2013). It is important to note that151

both non-constant exterior bathymetries, hL(y) and hR(y), are in general different in order152

to provide more faithful approximations of the unbounded domain. Moreover, the exterior153

coastlines have no collinearity assumptions in the present model, i.e. the coordinate yLc can154

be different from yRc as shown in Figure 1.155

Under these assumptions, the mild-slope PML model reads

∇ ·(c cgP∇φ) + k2c cgsxsyφ = f(x, y) in Ω, (6a)

n · (c cgP∇φ)− ikc cgαφ = 0 on ΓR, (6b)

n · (c cgP∇φ)− ikc cgφ = n · (c cgP∇φ0)− ikc cgφ0 on Γpml, (6c)

where ∂Ω = ΓR ∪ Γpml. Note that no Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed. The156

non-homogeneous source term in (6a) is defined as157

f =





0 if (x, y) ∈ Ωint,

∇ ·(c cgP∇φ0) + k2c cgsxsyφ0 if (x, y) ∈ Ωpml,

(7)158
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to account for the incident wave and to absorb only the scattered waves in the PML region.159

The diagonal anisotropy matrix P defines the absorption in the PML area and it is the160

identity matrix in Ωint, namely161

P =



sy/sx 0

0 sx/sy


 ,162

where sx = 1+ iσx/ω and sy = 1+ iσy/ω are two complex absorption parameters. The usual163

choice for the functions σx(x) and σy(y) are monotonic polynomials in the two respective164

Cartesian directions, namely165

σx(x) =





σ0(|x− x0|)n/Lpml in ΩLx
pml ∪ ΩRx

pml ∪ Ωx,y
pml,

0 otherwise,

(8a)166

167

σy(y) =





σ0(y − y0)n/Lpml in Ωy
pml ∪ Ωx,y

pml,

0 otherwise,

(8b)168

where the PML parameters are: σ0, absorption degree n and PML thickness Lpml. The169

interface Ωint ∩ Ωpml is assumed to be placed at coordinates x0 and y0, see Figure 1. Note170

from this figure that the function σx is computed with x0 = xL0 for ΩLx
pml, and with x0 = xR0171

for ΩRx
pml. Note that in the interior domain the PML model does not change the original172

Mild-Slope Equations (MSE), recall Eq. (1), since σx = σy = 0 at any point (x, y) ∈ Ωint.173

Eq. (6c) is a first-order non-reflecting boundary condition (Givoli 1992) on the PML outer174

boundary, and it is used to minimize spurious reflections. Other artificial conditions can be175

also used but, in practice, a proper choice of the absorbing parameters usually makes the176

solution not sensitive to the type of artificial boundary condition used on Γpml.177

Finally, it is important to note that the PML model (6) behaves as a perfectly absorbing178

layer (i.e. it reproduces the original semi-infinite solution of Eq. (1)) only if the following179
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condition is satisfied: for any point in the PML region Ωpml, the MSE (1) formulated in180

terms of the scattered wave must be homogeneous along the absorbing directions (x and y).181

That is, the scattered wave formulation particularized at the PML must have: (i) null source182

term, (ii) constant coefficients along the x direction in ΩLx
pml ∪ ΩRx

pml ∪ Ωx,y
pml, and (iii) constant183

coefficients along the y direction in Ωy
pml ∪Ωx,y

pml. Otherwise, the absorption properties of the184

artificial layer are not guaranteed, see Oskooi et al. (2008) and Oskooi and Johnson (2011)185

for details. It is straightforward to verify that these conditions are attained if:186

(i) The incident wave φ0 verifies the MSE (1) in the absorbing layer, that is187

∇ ·(c cg∇φ0) + k2c cgφ0 = 0 in Ωpml. (9)188

(ii) The exterior bathymetry satisfies Eq. (5).189

Details on the PML derivation are shown in the Appendix. Next Section shows how the190

incident wave can be rapidly determined at any point (x, y) ∈ Ωpml accordingly to Eq. (9).191

This follows the rationale proposed by Panchang et al. (2000).192

Computation of the incident wave field193

Note that Eq. (6) requires the expression of the incident wave only in the PML. In the194

far-field bathymetry region, the incident wave is defined as a monochromatic wave with an195

incoming angle θ ∈ R and amplitude A0, namely196

φ0(x, y) = A0 exp(ik0x cos θ) exp(ik0y sin θ) if (x, y) ∈ Ωy
pml ∪ Ωx,y

pml, (10)197

where k0 is the wavenumber from (2) with h = h0. Note that φ0, as defined by (10), verifies198

Eq. (9) with constant coefficients (i.e. the Helmholtz equation) in Ωy
pml ∪ Ωx,y

pml. In the rest199

of the PML region the bathymetry depends only on coordinate y and is constant in the x200

(alongshore) direction. The procedure to compute φ0 in this case consists in looking for an201
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incident wave with the same factorized structure as Eq. (10), that is202

φ0(x, y) = exp(ik0x cos θ)φ̃0(y), (11)203

where φ̃0 is the cross-shore part of φ0. Substituting Eq. (11) in (9), and using proper bound-

ary conditions, the function φ̃0 can be found as the solution of the second-order ordinary

differential equation

∂

∂y

(
c cg

∂φ̃0

∂y

)
+ k̃2 c cgφ̃0 = 0 in y ∈]yc, y0[, (12a)

φ̃0(y0) = A0 exp(ik0y0 sin θ), (12b)

∂φ̃0

∂y
(yc) + ik φ̃0(yc) = 0, (12c)

where k̃ =
√
k2 − k2

0 cos2 θ is the associated wavenumber. Recall that parameters c, cg and204

k depend only on coordinate y. The limits for the range of y, y0 and yc, correspond to205

the position of the far-field region and the coastline, respectively, see Figure 1. Note that206

boundary condition (12b) imposes continuity at the far-field region. On the other hand, Eq.207

(12c) corresponds to the one-dimensional version of the first-order artificial condition used208

in Eq. (6c). It imposes that the incident wave is not influenced by the harbor. No spurious209

reflections of φ̃0 are produced because the direction of incidence is obviously normal, and210

the first-order condition becomes in this case exact.211

It is important to note that a distinguishing aspect of the proposed model is the possibility212

of using two different bathymetries in the regions ΩLx
pml and ΩRx

pml, which can have also two213

different coastline positions, see Figure 1. This requires solving two times the ordinary214

differential equation (12): one using yc = yLc and the coefficients induced by the bathymetry215

hL(y), and another using yc = yRc and coefficients corresponding to hR(y). Note that a large216

distance between the two PML regions ΩLx
pml and ΩRx

pml reduces the impact of the idealization217

of the bathymetry, allowing better representations of the real semi-infinite domain. This218
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is a more realistic approximation than the standard used in elliptic harbors models, in219

which either a unique cross-shore variation represents the whole exterior bathymetry, or220

interpolation is required at the open boundary, see for instance Zhao et al. (2001) and Chen221

et al. (2005).222

VALIDATION OF THE PML MODEL223

Three academic tests and one realistic example are considered next. The quantity of224

interest used in all the examples is the amplification factor (i.e. normalized wave height),225

namely226

H(x, y) = |φ|/A0. (13)227

The parameters of the PML have to be specified first. Recall that these parameters are228

required for the definition of the absorbing functions in Eq. (8). Here, absorption degree229

n = 2 is always used and the PML thickness Lpml is selected as 1.5 times the maximum wave230

length induced by the lower frequency in each example, see Michler et al. (2007). The last231

PML parameter, σ0, is set to σ0 = 60 following the values proposed by Collino and Monk232

(1998) that maximize the damping in the absorbing medium.233

In general, the following examples use fourth-order triangular finite element meshes234

adapted to the bathymetry, in order to achieve 8 nodes per wavelength over all the computa-235

tional domain. Fourth-order elements are employed because of their numerical performance,236

as demonstrated in the comparison study by Giorgiani et al. (2013). The complex linear237

system resulted from this discretization is solved by means of direct methods.238

Circular scattering with constant bathymetry239

A standard test for open boundaries is first studied. The geometry is a reflecting circular240

obstacle of radius Rc located with a distance Rd from the upper PML domain, as shown in241

the left panel of Figure 2. These tests are standard to study the accuracy of the artificial242

layers. The example consists in the scattering of an incident wave of period T = 2π/ω = 10243

s that propagates with an incoming angle θ = 0. In this example the bathymetry is constant244
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in all the computational domain with value h = 15.0119 m from Panchang et al. 2000. The245

analytical solution for this problem is available in Mei (1983).246

The computed amplification factor is depicted in Figure 2. Particularly, the left panel247

shows the case Rd/Rc = 10 and the right panel considers Rd/Rc = 2 with a not centered248

circle very close to the absorbing region. Note that the proximity of the PML does not249

perturb the symmetry of the solution. The relative error map between numerical and exact250

amplification factors (i.e. H and Hexact resp.) is depicted in Figure 3 for both cases, that251

is |H − Hexact|/Hexact, see Eq. (13). The maximum errors are on the order of 10−4, that252

indicates an excellent agreement with the analytical solution even with a very close PML253

region.254

This result outperforms previous harbor models based on the exterior description of the255

scattered wave, see for instance Panchang et al. (2000). Moreover, in order to be more256

confident about the reliability of the model, the convergence of the solution along the circle257

boundary (ΓR) is shown in Figure 4. It is constructed by measuring the L2 norm of the258

relative error between approximation (φ) and exact solution (φexact) for different mesh sizes,259

namely260

E2 =

∫
ΓR

(φ− φexact)(φ− φexact) dΓ
∫

ΓR
φexactφexact dΓ

, (14)261

where the overline denotes the complex conjugate. High fidelity predictions (error level262

around 10−6) are achieved, and the convergence rate for fourth-order finite elements is well263

reproduced in both tests (Babuška and Suri 1987). This corroborates the excellent behavior264

of the PML open boundary for constant bathymetry, even when it is placed in the vicinity265

of the obstacle.266

Semicircular scattering with variable bathymetry267

A scattering problem in a semi-infinite domain with variable bathymetry is explored next.268

The objective of this test is to show the ability of the proposed formulation to cope with two269

different bathymetries at the left and right boundaries. Furthermore, it is used to analyze270
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how the distance to the artificial boundary influences the results in an area of interest.271

The geometry consists in a totally reflective boundary (i.e. α = 0), including a semicircle272

of radius Rc, which is adjacent to an absorbing boundary of length D1. The interior domain273

is then limited by the vertical distance D2. Note from Figure 5 that distances D1 and D2274

define the position of the PML in the geometry. The dimensionless variables x′ = x/Rc,275

y′ = y/Rc, D
′
1 = D1/Rc and D′2 = D2/Rc are henceforth used. The bathymetry ranges as276

0.01 ≤ h(x′, y′) ≤ 0.3 with h(x′, y′) = 0.145y′ + 0.053x′ + 0.115 in the region −2 ≤ x′ ≤ 2,277

and it becomes constant in the x′ direction otherwise. This leads to two different cross-shore278

bathymetries in the left and right regions, x′ < −2 and x′ > 2, respectively. Two oblique279

incoming angles θ = {220◦, 310◦} and period T = 0.6 s are considered for testing the open280

boundary.281

The incident wave field is computed in the PML accordingly to Eq. (12) for each cross-282

shore bathymetry. Exterior bathymetry effects are observed in the left region (see Figure283

5), whereas the right cross-shore bathymetry does not induce noticeable refractions on the284

far-field incident wave. Moreover, note from Figure 5 that this example induces strong285

reflections in the distribution of the amplification factor. Obviously, these large values of the286

wave amplification are inherent of this geometry (it presents a corner between two totally287

reflective boundaries) and incoming wave direction. However, this does not influence the288

purpose of this study because the unphysical amplification factors (i.e. larger than 3) are289

independent of the PML application. In fact, this problem highlights the applicability and290

excellent performance of the proposed PML method for problems with two different exterior291

bathymetries.292

In order to evaluate the influence of the PML in the solution of the problem, a set293

of computations with the same mesh size but different combinations of D′1 and D′2 are294

performed. Specifically, fourth order uniform meshes with a minimum resolution of 16 nodes295

per wavelength are employed. Since there is no analytical solution for this problem, a296

reference computation with D′1 = D′2 = 4 and half of the element size is used to evaluate297
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the error. On the semicircle boundary, named as Γ, the following errors in the amplification298

factor are defined: the mean error299

E2
1 =

1

meas(Γ)

∫

Γ

(H∗ −H)2 dΓ, (15)300

and the maximum elemental error, namely301

E2
2 = max

∀Γi⊂Γ

1

meas(Γi)

∫

Γi

(H∗ −H)2 dΓ, (16)302

where H is the computed (approximated) amplification factor, as defined in Eq. (13), and303

H∗ is the reference solution. Each Γi is the side of a finite element along Γ.304

These errors are depicted in Figure 6 for a variety of values of D′1 and D′2. For both mean305

and maximum errors, the parameter D′2 that stands for the PML position in the far-field306

(constant) bathymetry region has no influence on the solution along the semicircle boundary.307

The errors are measured on the semicircular scatterer, if the incoming wave angle is θ = 220◦308

waves are only slightly refracted and D′2 may seem not very influential. Thus, an incoming309

wave angle θ = 310◦ is also tested and the errors plotted, see Figure 6 (right).310

The results produced by the parameter D′2 are in agreement to the conclusions of the311

previous example in which the bathymetry was also constant. In fact, the far-field PML312

region can be placed at a minimum (optimal) distance of D′2 = 0. As expected, this behavior313

is not reproduced for the parameter D′1 defining the PML position in the variable bathymetry314

regions. Nevertheless, it is observed that using only D′1 = 1, and hence with the PML315

very close to the obstacle, is sufficient to ensure that even the maximum elemental error316

is no longer (significantly) perturbed. As seen in Figure 6, for D′1 > 1 the error is almost317

constant and only due to the finite element discretization. It is important to remark that318

each dot in Figure 6 represents a finite element computation for a given value of D′1 and319

D′2. These computation are done with finite element meshes with the same characteristic320

element size (same error bound) but not with identical meshes around the semi-circular321
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scatterer (the nodes are not exactly in the same position in the smaller interior domain322

defined by D′1 = D′2 = 0). This induces negligible differences that are more evident when the323

curve flattens, that is, when the PML error is negligible compared with the finite element324

one (the discretization error).325

In order to obtain more information on the PML influence, Figure 7 depicts the accuracy326

of the computed amplification factor in the smaller interior domain (defined byD′1 = D′2 = 0).327

Accuracy is shown by the number of correct significant digits of the solution (see Remark328

1). The isolines of amplification factor equal to one (H = 1) for both the computed and329

reference solutions are also shown. In the three depicted computations, D′2 = 0 is selected330

since this parameter has not significant influence on the results. Convergence to the reference331

solution when increasing the value of D′1 is observed. Note that the area within the isoline of332

one correct digit of accuracy decreases as D′1 increases. The case D′1 = 1, that provides the333

optimal PML position when measuring the global error on the circle, produces an accuracy334

of one correct significant digit in almost all the area of interest. The regions with no accuracy335

are negligible and almost disappear as D′1 increases. Consequently, in this synthetic problem336

with non-constant exterior (idealized) bathymetry, the PML is also able to reproduce the337

semi-infinite solution using a small computational domain.338

Remark 1 (Correct significant digits of the solution). Numerical accuracy can be evaluated339

by estimating the number of correct significant digits (or correct significant figures) between340

approximation (φ) and reference solution (φref). An approximation has q significants digits341

if the relative error, namely e = (φ − φref)/φref, verifies |e| < 0.5 × 10−q, or alternatively,342

q = − log10 |e|, see Higham (2002). That is, the first nonzero digit of the approximation and343

up to q succeeding digits can be “trusted”. From Higham (2002): “an approximation φ to344

φref has q correct significant digits if φ and φref round to the same number to q significant345

digits”. Note that applications for harbor agitation usually do not demand more than q = 2.346
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Elliptic shoal347

The elliptic shoal is a well-known test case largely used to validate models in coastal348

regions. It consists in testing the refraction effects produced by a shoal located into a mild-349

sloped bathymetry plane. Although this example does not present large wave reflections,350

it has been used here to validate the proposed methodology with reference experimental351

and numerical results. The definition of the bathymetry and shoal limits can be found, for352

instance, in Belibassakis et al. (2001).353

The results of this test (not shown) were nearly identical to those in Oliveira and Anasta-354

siou (1998) and Panchang et al. (1991). That is, it performs fairly well within the limitations355

of the linear wave theory, that usually over-predicts the energy concentration associated to356

the shoal refraction. Nonlinear wave models, see for instance Woo and Liu (2004), can be357

used to drastically improve the wave description in this particular test.358

Mataró Harbor359

This example is presented to show the applicability and reliability of the proposed model360

for more complex problems. The real geometry and bathymetry of the Mataró harbor,361

located in the Northeast of Spain, are considered. Figure 8 shows three computational362

domains used for comparison purposes. The small domain hardly includes the exterior363

part of the harbor and it produces a 80% of reduction in degrees of freedom (DOF) with364

respect to the largest domain, and 40% with respect to the medium domain. The medium365

computational domain (60 000 DOF) has a 70% of reduction with respect to the largest366

domain and is probably a reasonable engineering option. Note that the largest domain is367

used to obtain a reference solution for this problem, and it incorporates the real bathymetry368

and coastlines. Nevertheless, both small and medium domains are drastically smaller than369

the reference one and they include two different exterior bathymetries with completely non-370

collinear coastlines. Note also from Figure 8 that models requiring collinear coastlines cannot371

reproduce the real geometry using small domains. In terms of the computational time372

required to solve this problem (assembling of matrices and solution of linear systems), the373
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medium and small domains, respectively, use the 29% and 17% of the CPU time demanded374

by the largest domain.375

The absorbing coefficient α in Eq. (3) is specified in Figure 8 for all the boundaries of the376

medium computational domain. The rest of boundaries correspond to the case α = 0.7. For377

each domain, both short (6 s) and longer (16 s) incident waves are used in the computations378

accordingly to those limit values observed offshore in the region. Two different incoming379

directions, θ = 270◦ and θ = 225◦, are also considered to cover normal and oblique incident380

waves. A particular solution of the amplification factor for the shorter and oblique incident381

waves is depicted in Figure 8.382

In order to test the model performance, three different sections of interest are defined in383

the harbor (see the medium computational domain in Figure 8). Results of the amplification384

factor on these sections, for shorter and longer waves, are depicted in Figures 9 and 10,385

respectively. In each figure, the top row depicts the comparison between different domains386

for the normal incoming wave direction, whereas the bottom row shows the oblique case.387

In general, the small domain produces reasonably good results, under engineering toler-388

ance, following the trend of the reference solution specially for the wave phase. This indicates389

that PML is able to reproduce the exterior effects, even though it only uses a very small390

region of the exterior part of the harbor. It is also observed that the medium domain re-391

duces the error in almost all the cases. The minor differences are observed for the shorter392

and normal incident waves (top row in Figure 9), because under these circumstances the393

influence of the exterior part of the harbor decreases considerably on the sections of interest.394

As expected, the oblique incoming direction induces larger errors (bottom row in Figure 9).395

In general, the smaller domain slightly underestimates the wave amplification. Note that396

the medium domain produces very satisfactory results even for the oblique case.397

The longer waves case is specially interesting because the exterior bathymetry produces398

more refractions than for short waves. A comparison is depicted in Figure 11 for the com-399

puted incident wave. In previous models based on the exterior description of the scattered400
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wave, these refractions induce higher errors in the computations associated to large wave pe-401

riods, see Panchang et al. (2000). Here, the results from Figure 10 show that the differences402

with respect to the reference solution are similar to the short waves case. This indicates less403

sensitivity of the PML model to variations on the wave period.404

CONCLUDING REMARKS405

The Perfectly Matched Layer method is proposed to model an artificial non-reflecting406

boundary for elliptic harbor models. A rectangular shaped absorbing layer is introduced,407

and the linear Mild-Slope equation is used to describe the wave physics in the harbor. Ex-408

terior refractions are incorporated into the model by using a natural simplification of the409

exterior domain, geometry and bathymetry. Particularly, the exterior bathymetry is con-410

sidered constant only in the alongshore direction. As a result of this not very restrictive411

assumption, the incident wave is efficiently computed in the absorbing region as the solu-412

tion of a one-dimensional problem. Moreover, and in opposite to standard strategies, two413

exterior bathymetries are used with two non-collinear coastlines, in order to more accurately414

approximate the real unbounded domain.415

Results show that solutions are not significantly perturbed even with close placed artificial416

boundaries. This is specially evident in the far-field constant bathymetry area of the model.417

In this case, the top part of the PML is placed practically on the limit of constant bathymetry.418

The proposed model is promising also for more complex problems. For a real case, the419

model produces good results with a computational domain that hardly involves the exterior420

part of the harbor. This is observed even with an oblique incoming wave direction and a421

large period. Reliable solutions of the harbor agitation are therefore obtained at a reduced422

computational cost. Future advancements include the use of the PML in more sophisticated423

propagation models for harbor agitation, including non-linear wave interactions.424

APPENDIX I. DERIVATION OF THE PML425

This appendix describes the derivation of Eq. (6a) in the PML. The original rationale426

from Berenger (1994) imposes the absorption of the scattered wave through the transient427
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wave propagation solution, although other methods can be used to obtain the same equation,428

see Chew et al. (1997). The original rationale is followed here.429

In the PML, the transient Mild-Slope equation, where φ̃s(x, y, t) = φs(x, y)e−iωt is the430

monochromatic scattered wave and φs = φ− φ0, can be written as431

∂2φ̃s

∂t2
− c

cg
∇ ·(ccg∇φ̃s) = 0 in Ωpml. (17)432

Note that null RHS is imposed because the incident wave fulfills the equation in the PML,433

recall Eq. (9). The change of variables434

ṽ =
∂φ̃s

∂t
, q̃x =

∂φ̃s

∂x
, q̃y =

∂φ̃s

∂y
, (18)435

and the decomposition ṽ = ṽx + ṽy lead to the first order system

∂ṽx
∂t

=
c

cg

∂

∂x
(ccg q̃x), (19a)

∂q̃x
∂t

=
∂ṽx
∂x

+
∂ṽy
∂x

, (19b)

∂ṽy
∂t

=
c

cg

∂

∂y
(ccg q̃y), (19c)

∂q̃y
∂t

=
∂ṽx
∂y

+
∂ṽy
∂y

. (19d)

This system provides a solution for Eq. (17). Note that Eqs. (19a) and (19b) describe the

propagation of ṽx and q̃x, respectively, along the x direction. Analogously, Eqs. (19c) and

(19d) describe the propagation of ṽy and q̃y along the y direction. Note, moreover, that

Eqs. (19a) and (19c) are fully homogeneous (constant ccg) in the PML along their directions

because of the bathymetry restriction (5). The main point of the PML resides in modifying

the original system (19) with a damping term in each direction that vanishes outside the
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PML, that is

∂ṽx
∂t

+ σxṽx =
c

cg

∂

∂x
(ccg q̃x), (20a)

∂q̃x
∂t

+ σxq̃x =
∂ṽx
∂x

+
∂ṽy
∂x

, (20b)

∂ṽy
∂t

+ σyṽy =
c

cg

∂

∂y
(ccg q̃y), (20c)

∂q̃y
∂t

+ σy q̃y =
∂ṽx
∂y

+
∂ṽy
∂y

, (20d)

where σx(x) and σy(y) are defined in Eq. (8). The frequency domain version of this system

considers a monochromatic definition of the unknowns, namely ṽ(x, y, t) = v(x, y)e−iωt,

q̃x(x, y, t) = qx(x, y)e−iωt and q̃y(x, y, t) = qy(x, y)e−iωt. System (20) is then rewritten as

(−iω + σx)vx =
c

cg

∂

∂x
(ccgqx),

−iωqx =
1

sx

(
∂vx
∂x

+
∂vy
∂x

)
,

(−iω + σy)vy =
c

cg

∂

∂y
(ccgqy),

−iωqy =
1

sy

(
∂vx
∂y

+
∂vy
∂y

)
,

where sx = 1 + iσx/ω and sy = 1 + iσy/ω. After rearranging all these equations and using436

the decomposition v = vx + vy and the change of variables (18), the following equation for437

the scattered wave φs(x, y) arises438

− cg
c
ω2φs =

1

sx

(
ccg
sx

∂φs

∂x

)
+

1

sy

(
ccg
sy

∂φs

∂y

)
in Ωpml. (22)439

Taking into account that k = ω/c and φ = φs +φ0, the Mild-Slope equation (6a) is obtained.440
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ization of the exterior bathymetry.

region is composed of four subdomains, that is ⌦pml = ⌦Lx
pml[⌦Rx

pml[⌦y
pml[⌦x,y

pml as shown

in Figure 2.1. This PML is a rectangular shaped layer designed to absorb the scattered

wave, along the Cartesian directions x and y, independently of its propagation angle.

The exterior bathymetry in both PML regions ⌦Lx
pml and ⌦Rx

pml is simplified accord-

ingly to the usual assumption for harbor models introduced by Panchang et al. (2000),

that is

h(x, y) =

8
>>>>>><
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hL(y) if (x, y) 2 ⌦Lx
pml,

hR(y) if (x, y) 2 ⌦Rx
pml,
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pml [ ⌦x,y

pml.

(2.5)

This imposes an exterior bathymetry that varies only along the cross-shore direction
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centered one (right). The dashed line indicates the position of the symmetry axis.
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FIG. 3. Circular scattering with constant bathymetry: relative error of the amplification
factor (|H−Hexact|/Hexact) for a centered circled obstacle (left) and for a not centered
one (right).
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FIG. 4. Circular scattering with constant bathymetry: convergence of the L2 norm of
the error, see Eq. (14), along the circle boundary. Four-order finite elements are used
and mean convergence rate is reported.
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D′2 = 0.
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the absorbing coefficient α in Eq. (3). The solution of the amplification factor for an
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FIG. 9. Mataró harbor: comparison of the amplification factor on the sections of
interest for short waves (6 s of period). The incoming wave directions are 270◦ (top
row) and 225◦ (bottom row).
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FIG. 10. Mataró harbor: comparison of the amplification factor on the sections of
interest for long waves (16 s of period). The incoming wave directions are 270◦ (top
row) and 225◦ (bottom row).
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FIG. 11. Mataró harbor with the medium computational domain: the incident wave
field is shown for an incoming direction of 225◦ for short (left) and longer waves (right).
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